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AN EQUIVARIANT TENSOR PRODUCT ON MACKEY
FUNCTORS
KRISTEN MAZUR
Abstract. For all subgroups H of a cyclic p-group G we define norm functors
that build a G-Mackey functor from an H-Mackey functor. We give an explicit
construction of these functors in terms of generators and relations based solely
on the intrinsic, algebraic properties of Mackey functors and Tambara functors.
We use these norm functors to define a monoidal structure on the category of
Mackey functors where Tambara functors are the commutative ring objects.
1. Introduction
For a finite group G, a commutative G-ring spectrum has norm maps that are
multiplicative versions of the transfer maps. These maps are not seen in ordinary G-
spectra. Moreover, we see the algebraic shadows of these norm maps in the zeroeth
stable homotopy groups of commutative G-ring spectra: pi0 of a G-spectrum is a
Mackey functor (see for example [8]), but if X is a commutative G-ring spectrum,
then pi0(X) is a Tambara functor [2]. Thus, it is a Mackey functor with a ring
structure (i.e. a Green functor) and an extra class of norm maps that are the
multiplicative analogues of the transfer maps.
In this paper we show that the relationship between Mackey functors and Tam-
bara functors mirrors the relationship between G-spectra and commutative G-ring
spectra. We define an equivariant symmetric monoidal structure on the category of
Mackey functors under which Tambara functors are the commutative ring objects.
The category of Mackey functors is symmetric monoidal, but the commutative ring
objects under the symmetric monoidal product are not Tambara functors. Notably,
they do not have norm maps.
Hill and Hopkins have developed an appropriate notion of equivariant symmetric
monoidal, calling it G-symmetric monoidal [3]. They then call the commutative
ring objects under a G-symmetric monoidal structure the G-commutative monoids
[3]. We provide formal definitions of these concepts in Section 5. Hill and Hopkins
[3], Ullman [12], and Hoyer [4] have independently defined G-symmetric monoidal
structures on the category MackG of G-Mackey functors. In this paper, for G a
cyclic p-group we define a very explicit G-symmetric monoidal structure onMackG.
The key to this structure is new norm functors NGH : MackH → MackG for all
subgroups H of G.
Main Theorem. Let G be a cyclic p-group. For all subgroups H of G there is
an explicit construction of a norm functor NGH : MackH → MackG that has the
following properties.
a. NGH is isomorphic to the composition of functors N
G
KN
K
H whenever H < K < G.
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2 KRISTEN MAZUR
b. NGH is strong symmetric monoidal.
The word “construction” is deliberate. Given an H-Mackey functor M we build
a G-Mackey functor NGHM based only on the intrinsic properties of Mackey functors
and Tambara functors. We then define the functor NGH via the map M 7→ NGHM
and use the collection of these norm functors {NGH for all H ≤ G} to prove the
following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a cyclic p-group. There is a G-symmetric monoidal struc-
ture onMackG so that a G-Mackey functor is a G-commutative monoid if and only
if it has the structure of a G-Tambara functor.
Because we restrict the Main Theorem and Theorem 1.1 to cyclic p-groups we are
able to explicitly describe the G-symmetric monoidal structure defined onMackG.
Thus, we can work with this construction to build intuition into how the structure
operates.
In this regard our definition of the norm functors in the Main Theorem is anal-
ogous to the explicit definition of the tensor product. Even though defining the
tensor product via the universal property is more elegant and at times easier to
work with, the explicit definition helps us understand how the tensor product com-
bines two vector spaces. Similarly, the explicit construction of norm functors in this
paper allows us to understand what the G-symmetric monoidal structure actually
does to the objects ofMackG. Moreover, while we feel strongly that we can extend
our results at least to all finite abelian groups, many aspects would become so much
more complicated that the results would lose their ability to develop the readers
intuition for Mackey and Tambara functors.
Even before the emergence of Tambara functors in equivariant stable homotopy
theory, there was interest in developing a structure on MackG that supported
Tambara functors as ring objects. During an open problem session at the 1996
Seattle Conference on Cohomology, Representations and Actions of Finite Groups
T. Yoshida posed the problem of defining a tensor induction for Mackey functors
that preserves tensor products of Mackey functors and satisfies Tambara’s axioms
for multiplicative transfer [1]. The G-symmetric monoidal structure that we create
is such a tensor induction.
We organize this paper into the following sections. In Section 2 we provide two
definitions of Tambara functors. The first is Tambara’s original definition. The
second is an axiomatic and constructive definition. We base the construction of the
norm functors in the Main Theorem on the second definition. In Section 3 we build
the norm functors, and in Section 4 we prove that these functors satisfy the Main
Theorem. Finally, we prove Theorem 1.1 in Section 5.
2. Tambara Functors
Let S et be the category of sets, and let S etFinG be the category of finite G-sets.
Given morphisms f : X → Y and p : A → X in S etFinG we define the dependent
product
∏
f A by∏
f
A =
(y, σ)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
y ∈ Y,
σ : f−1(y)→ A is a map of sets ,
p ◦ σ(x) = x for all x ∈ f−1(y)
 .
The group G acts on
∏
f A by γ(y, σ) = (γy, γσ) where (γσ)(x) = γσ(γ
−1x).
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Definition 2.1. [11] For all morphisms f : X → Y and p : A → X in S etFinG the
canonical exponential diagram generated by f and p is the commutative diagram
below, where h(y, σ) = y, the map e is the evaluation map e(x, (y, σ)) = σ(x) and
f ′ is the pullback of f by h.
X
f

A
poo X ×Y
∏
f A
eoo
f ′

Y
∏
f A
hoo
We call a diagram in S etFinG that is isomorphic to a canonical exponential diagram
an exponential diagram.
We will only use two cases of exponential diagrams, and for these it is helpful
to use the following construction. Let H be a subgroup of G and let X be a finite
H-set. Then the G-set MapH(G,X) is the set of all H-equivariant maps q : G→ X
with G-action (g · q)(x) = q(xg) for all x and g in G.
Proposition 2.2. Let f : G/H → G/G be the crush map, and let p : A→ G/H be a
morphism in S etFinG . Then the dependent product
∏
f A is canonically isomorphic
to MapH(G, p
−1(eH)).
Proof. The category of finite G-sets over G/H is equivalent to S etFinH . Thus,
the pullback functor from the category of finite G-sets over G/G to the cate-
gory of finite G-sets over G/H is canonically isomorphic to the restriction functor
S etFinG → S etFinH . Moreover, the functor (A
p−→ G/H) 7→ (∏f A → G/G) is
right adjoint to the pullback functor [11]. And, the functor X 7→ MapH(G,X) is
right adjoint to the restriction functor. It follows that these two right adjoints are
canonically isomorphic. Therefore, for all p : A → G/H, the dependent product∏
f A is canonically isomorphic to MapH(G, p
−1(eH)). 
Definition 2.3. [11] A G-Tambara functor S is a triple (S∗, S∗, S?) consisting of
two covariant functors
S∗ : S etFinG → S et
S? : S et
Fin
G → S et
and one contravariant functor
S∗ : S etFinG → S et
such that the following properties hold.
(1) All functors have the same object function X 7→ S(X), and each S(X) is a
commutative ring.
(2) For all morphisms f : X → Y in S etFinG the map S∗(f) is a homomorphism
of additive monoids, S?(f) is a homomorphism of multiplicative monoids
and S∗(f) is a ring homomorphism.
(3) The pair (S∗, S∗) is a G-Mackey functor and (S∗, S?) is a semi-G-Mackey
functor.
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(4) (Distributive Law) If
X
f

A
poo X ′eoo
f ′

Y Y ′hoo
is an exponential diagram then the induced diagram below commutes.
S(X)
f?

S(A)
p∗oo e
∗
// S(X ′)
f ′?

S(Y ) S(Y ′)
h∗oo
Given a morphism f : X → Y in S etFinG , we call S∗(f) a transfer map, S∗(f)
a restriction map and S?(f) a norm map. In particular, if f : G/H → G/K is a
morphism between orbits, we denote the norm map S?(f) by N
K
H , the transfer map
S∗(f) by trKH , and the restriction map S
∗(f) by resKH . Further, given an element
g ∈ G there is also a morphism cg : G/H → G/gHg−1. Thus, we have an induced
map S∗(cg) (which is equal to S?(cg) and S∗(cg−1)) that we will denote by cg.
The norm maps are not additive, but there is an explicit formula for the norm
of a sum in a Tambara functor. By Property 3 of Definition 2.3 Tambara functors
convert disjoint unions of G-sets to direct sums of commutative rings. Since every
finite G-set can be written as a disjoint union of orbits we only need this formula for
the norm maps NKH for all subgroups H < K ≤ G. Moreover, since the norm map
NKH in a G-Tambara functor S must agree with N
K
H in the K-Tambara functor that
results from applying the forgetful functor i∗K : T ambG → T ambK to S, it suffices
to only state the formula for the norm NGH of a sum for any subgroup H of G.
Theorem 2.4 (Tambara Reciprocity for Sums). Let G be a finite group with sub-
group H, and let S be a G-Tambara functor.
(1) If ∗1q∗2 is the disjoint union of two single point G-sets then the following
diagram of rings commutes.
S(G/H)
NGH

S(G/H)⊕ S(G/H)O∗oo e∗ // S(G/H ×MapH(G, ∗1 q ∗2))
pi?

S(G/G) S(MapH(G, ∗1 q ∗2))h∗oo
(2) For all a and b in S(G/H)
NGH (a+ b) = N
G
H (a) +N
G
H (b) + T (−)
where T (−) is a polynomial in transfers from proper subgroups, norms, and
restrictions that is universally determined by G in the sense that it depends
only on G and not on S, a, or b.
Proof. To prove part 1, given the fold map O : G/H qG/H → G/H and the crush
map f : G/H → G/G, by Proposition 2.2, the dependent product∏f (G/HqG/H)
is canonically isomorphic to MapH(G, ∗1q∗2). Therefore, the diagram below is an
exponential diagram, and so the diagram in part 1 of the above theorem commutes
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by the Distributive Law of Definition 2.3.
G/H
f

G/H qG/HOoo G/H ×MapH(G, ∗1 q ∗2)eoo
pi

G/G MapH(G, ∗1 q ∗2)hoo
Next, given a and b in S(G/H), by part 1, NGHO(a, b) = h∗pi?e∗(a, b). Since
NGHO(a, b) = NGH (a+ b), we can develop the formula given in part 2 by determining
h∗pi?e∗(a, b).
We begin by examining the decompositions of MapH(G, ∗1 q ∗2) and G/H ×
MapH(G, ∗1q∗2) into disjoint unions of G-orbits. We can write MapH(G, ∗1q∗2)
as G/GqG/Gq∐i Zi where ∐i Zi is a large disjoint union of orbits. This union
is difficult to determine, however it suffices that it is universally determined by
the group G. Further, G/H ×MapH(G, ∗1 q ∗2) is isomorphic to G/H q G/H q∐
i(G/H × Zi), and so the composition h∗pi?e∗ is given below.
S(G/H)⊕ S(G/H)
e∗

S(G/H)⊕ S(G/H)⊕
⊕
i
S(G/H × Zi)
pi?

S(G/G)⊕ S(G/G)⊕
⊕
i
S(Zi)
h∗

S(G/G)
The map e∗ sends (a, b) to (a, b, (A,B)) where (A,B) is an element in
⊕
i S(G/H×
Zi) that is universally determined by G.
To determine pi? let F :
⊕
i S(G/H × Zi) →
⊕
i S(Zi) be a map that is a con-
glomeration of restriction and norm maps. Then pi? = N
G
H ⊕ NGH ⊕ F , and hence
pi?e
∗(a, b) = NGH (a)⊕NGH (b)⊕ F (A,B).
Finally, h∗ is the identity map on the first two summands and the appropriate
transfer maps on the remaining summands. Therefore, h∗pi?e∗(a, b) is
NGH (a) +N
G
H (b) + T (−)
where T (−) is as given in the above theorem. 
When G is a finite abelian group we can determine more details regarding the
polynomial T (−). Thus, if G is finite abelian, we can state an even more explicit
formula for the norm of a sum in a G-Tambara functor.
Theorem 2.5 (Tambara Reciprocity for Sums When G is Finite Abelian). Let G
be a finite abelian group and let S be a G-Tambara functor. If H < G, then for all
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a and b in S(G/H)
NGH (a+ b) =
NGH (a) +N
G
H (b) +
∑
H<K′<G
trGK′
(
iK′∑
k=1
NK
′
H
(
(ab)K
′
k
))
+ trGH(gH(a, b))
where gH(a, b) is a polynomial in some of the WG(H)-conjugates of a and b, and
each (ab)K
′
k is a monomial in some of the WG(K
′)-conjugates of a and b. These
polynomials are universally determined by the group G in the sense that they depend
only on G and not on S. Each integer iK′ is also universally determined by G.
Proof. Given a and b in S(G/H), by Theorem 2.4, NGH (a+ b) = N
G
H (a) +N
G
H (b) +
T (−), but since G is finite abelian we can further determine T (−) by developing a
more concrete formula for the composition h∗pi?e∗(a, b). In particular, in the proof
of Theorem 2.4 we define e∗(a, b) to be (a, b, (A,B)) and pi? to be NGH ⊕NGH ⊕ F .
But when G is abelian we can resolve the element (A,B) and the map F .
We start by providing full decompositions of MapH(G, ∗1 q ∗2) and G/H ×
MapH(G, ∗1q∗2), thus simplifying S(MapH(G, ∗1q∗2)) and S(G/H×MapH(G, ∗1q
∗2)). The decomposition of MapH(G, ∗1 q ∗2) consists of two copies of G/G, iK′ -
many copies ofG/K ′ for all subgroupsK ′ such thatH < K ′ < G, and i-many copies
of G/H. We do not need to know the exact values for iK′ and i, since it suffices that
these numbers are universally determined by G. Further, G/H×MapH(G, ∗1q∗2)
is isomorphic to a large disjoint union of copies of G/H grouped by the orbits of
MapH(G, ∗1 q ∗2).
Therefore, the composition h∗pi?e∗ is given below where S = S(G/H).
S ⊕ S
e∗

S ⊕ S ⊕
⊕
H<K′<G
 iK′⊕
k=1
 ⊕
|G/K′|
S

k
⊕ i⊕
j=1
⊕
|G/H|
S

j
pi?

S(G/G)⊕ S(G/G)⊕⊕H<K′<G (⊕iK′k=1 S(G/K ′)k)⊕⊕ij=1 Sj
h∗

S(G/G)
The map e∗ sends (a, b) to a sequence of a’s and b’s, the order of which is
determined as follows. The codomain of e∗ is grouped by the orbits ofMapH(G, ∗1q
∗2), and each grouping is indexed by the elements of G/G, G/H, or G/K ′ for
H < K ′ < G. For example, each
⊕
|G/H| S corresponds to an orbit isomorphic to
G/H, and thus we can write
⊕
|G/H| S as
Se ⊕ Sg1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Sg|G/H|−1
where the indexing elements e, g1, . . . , g|G/H|−1 are representatives for the elements
of G/H. To define e∗, we choose a representative map f : G → ∗1 q ∗2 from each
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orbit. (The choice of representative does not matter.) We then determine the
image under f of each of the indexing elements. For every indexing element gi, if
f(gi) = ∗1, then e∗(a, b) = a on the corresponding summand, and if f(gi) = ∗2,
then e∗(a, b) = b on the summand. For example, the first summand corresponds
to the constant function that sends all elements of G to ∗1. Hence, e∗(a, b) = a on
that summand. Similarly, e∗(a, b) = b on the second summand.
Next, pi? is a combination of norm maps and maps that send a direct sum to a
product over a Weyl action. More specifically, let the map piH :
⊕
|G/H| S(G/H)→
S(G/H) be
(se, sg1 , sg2 , . . . sg|G/H|−1) 7→ seg1sg1g2sg2 · · · g|G/H|−1sg|G/H|−1 .
The map piK′ :
⊕
|G/K′| S(G/H)→ S(G/H) is analogous. Then pi? is
NGH ⊕NGH ⊕
⊕
H<K′<G
iK′⊕
k=1
[
NK
′
H ◦ piK′
]
k
⊕
i⊕
j=1
(piH)j ,
where NGH and N
K′
H are the norm maps.
Thus, if (AB)Hj is a product of some of the WG(H)-conjugates of a and b and
each (ab)K
′
j is as defined in the theorem, then pi?e
∗(a, b) equals
NGH (a)⊕NGH (b)⊕
⊕
H<K′<G
(
iK′⊕
k=1
NK
′
H ((ab)
K′
j )
)
⊕
i⊕
j=1
(AB)Hj .
Finally, h∗pi?e∗(a, b) is
NGH (a) +N
G
H (b) +
∑
H<K′<G
trGK′
(
iK′∑
k=1
NK
′
H
(
(ab)K
′
k
))
+ trGH(gH(a, b))
where gH(a, b) is as defined in the above theorem. 
We also have a formula for the norm of a transfer in a Tambara functor. As
we did for the norm of a sum, we first provide a general formula that holds for all
finite groups. We then give a more detailed formula for the norm of a transfer in a
G-Tambara functor when G is finite abelian.
Theorem 2.6 (Tambara Reciprocity for Transfers). Let G be a finite group with
subgroups H ′ < H, and let S be a G-Tambara functor.
(1) The following diagram of rings commutes.
S(G/H)
NGH

S(G/H ′)
trH
H′oo e
∗
// S(G/H ×MapH(G,H/H ′))
pi?

S(G/G) S(MapH(G,H/H
′))
h∗oo
(2) For all x in S(G/H ′),
NGH tr
H
H′(x) = T (−)
where T (−) is an element in the subgroup of S(G/G) generated by all trans-
fer terms. Moreover, it is universally determined by G.
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Proof. By Proposition 2.2, the dependent product of the composition G/H ′
p−→
G/H
f−→ G/G is canonically isomorphic to MapH(G,H/H ′). It follows that the
diagram below is an exponential diagram.
G/H
f

G/H ′
poo G/H ×MapH(G,H/H ′)eoo
pi

G/G MapH(G,H/H
′)hoo
Next we prove part 2 of the theorem. The G-set MapH(G,H/H
′) has no G-fixed
points. Thus, there are no copies of G/G in its decomposition into G-orbits. This
means that in the commutative diagram of rings given in part 1, the map h∗ is
a sum of various transfer maps. Hence, for all x in S(G/H ′), h∗pi?e∗(x) is some
element in the subgroup of S(G/G) generated by the transfer terms. 
Theorem 2.7 (Tambara Reciprocity for Transfers When G is Finite Abelian). Let
G be a finite abelian group, and let S be a G-Tambara functor. For all subgroups
H ′ < H < G and all x in S(G/H ′)
NGH tr
H
H′(x) = tr
G
H′(f(x)) +
∑
K∈Ω
trGKN
K
H′(fK(x))
where Ω is the set of all subgroups K of G such that H ′ = H ∩ K and f(x) and
each fK(x) are polynomials in some of the WG(H
′)-conjugates of x. Moreover,
these polynomials are universally determined by the group G.
Proof. Since G is abelian we can create a more complete picture of the composition
h∗pi?e∗(x) given in Theorem 2.6. In particular, we are now able to better describe
the map pi?.
First, as a G-set, MapH(G,H/H
′) is isomorphic to
r∐
i=1
(G/H ′)i q
∐
K∈Ω
 qK∐
j=1
(G/K)j
 .
We do not need to know the exact values for r and each qK , since it suffices that
they are universally determined by G. So, G/H ×MapH(G,H/H ′) is isomorphic
to
r∐
i=1
 ∐
|G/H|
G/H ′

i
q
∐
K∈Ω
 qK∐
j=1
(∐
m
G/H ′
)
j

where m = |G/K||G/H||G/H′| .
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Thus, h∗pi?e∗ becomes the composition below where S = S(G/H ′).
S
e∗
⊕r
i=1
(⊕
|G/H| S
)
i
⊕⊕K∈Ω [⊕qKj=1 (⊕m S)j]
pi?
⊕r
i=1 Si ⊕
⊕
K∈Ω
[⊕qK
j=1 S(G/K)j
]
h∗

S(G/G)
To define the map pi? let
pii :
⊕
|G/H|
S

i
→ Si
be the map that sends (se, sg1 , . . . , sg|G/H|−1) to a specific product
gtesegt1sg · · · gt|G/H|−1sg|G/H|−1
where gtisgi is a WG(H
′)-conjugate of sgi . While it is difficult to give further detail
on this product of Weyl conjugates, it suffices that it is universally determined
by the group G. Define pij : (
⊕
m S)j → Sj analogously. Then pi? =
⊕r
i=1 pii ⊕⊕qK
j=1(N
K
H′ ◦ pij).
The map e∗ is the diagonal map and h∗ is a composition of the fold map with
the appropriate transfer maps. Therefore,
NGH tr
H
H′(x) = h∗pi?e
∗(x) = trGH′(f(x)) +
∑
K∈Ω
trGKN
K
H′(fK(x))
where f(x) and each fK(x) are polynomials in some of the WG(H
′)-conjugates of
x. 
When G is a cyclic p-group, since all subgroups are nested, H ′ = H ∩K if and
only if K = H ′. Thus, in this case the Tambara reciprocity formula for transfers
simplifies to
NGH tr
H
H′(x) = tr
G
H′(f(x)).
Fact 2.8. The following fact regarding Tambara reciprocity will allow us to create
Tambara reciporcity-like relations in the Mackey functor NGHM that we define in
the next section. Since we only use this fact when G is a cyclic p-group we restrict
our attention to this case. It appears however that this fact holds for all finite
abelian groups.
When G is a cyclic p-group the monomials of gH(a, b) and f(x) and the mono-
mials (ab)K
′
k given in Theorems 2.5 and 2.7 do not contain repeated factors. If γ
generates G, then for every γm the elements γma and γmb appear at most once in
any monomial in the formula for the norm of a sum, and it is impossible for both
γma and γmb to appear in the same monomial. Similarly, the element γmx appears
at most once in any monomial in the formula for the norm of a transfer. These
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facts follow from the formulas for the maps pi? in the proofs of Theorems 2.5 and
2.7.
Let G be a finite group and let OG be the orbit category of G. Motivated by
an analogous definition of Mackey functors from [14], we also define G-Tambara
functors as follows.
Definition 2.9. Let G be a finite group. A G-Tambara functor S consists of a
collection of commutative rings
{S(G/H) : G/H ∈ OG}
along with the following maps for all orbits G/H and G/K such that H < K and
all g in G:
• the restriction map resKH : S(G/K)→ S(G/H),
• the transfer map trKH : S(G/H)→ S(G/K),
• the norm map NKH : S(G/H)→ S(G/K), and
• the conjugation map cg : S(G/H)→ S(G/gHg−1).
These rings and maps satisfy the following conditions.
(1) All restriction maps are ring homomorphisms, all transfer maps are homo-
morphisms of additive monoids, and all norm maps are homomorphisms of
multiplicative monoids.
(2) (Transitivity) For all H ′ < H < K and all g and h in G
resKH′ = res
H
H′res
K
H
trKH′ = tr
K
H tr
H
H′
NKH′ = N
K
HN
H
H′
cgch = cgh.
(3) (Frobenius Reciprocity) If H < K, then for all x in S(G/H) and y in
S(G/K)
ytrKH (x) = tr
K
H (res
K
H(y)x).
(4) If H < K and g ∈ G, then
cgres
K
H = res
gKg−1
gHg−1cg
cgtr
gKg−1
gHg−1 = tr
gKg−1
gHg−1 cg
cgN
gKg−1
gHg−1 = N
gKg−1
gHg−1 cg.
(5) For subgroups H ′ and H of K, let [H\K/H ′] denote a set of representatives
in G for the double cosets H\K/H ′. Then
resKH tr
K
H′ =
∑
g∈[H\K/H′]
trHH∩gH′g−1cgres
H′
gHg−1∩H′
resKHN
K
H′ =
∏
g∈[H\K/H′]
NHH∩gH′g−1cgres
H′
gHg−1∩H′ .
(6) (Tambara Reciprocity) S satisfies Theorems 2.4 and 2.6.
If G is a finite group, and S is a G-Tambara functor as defined in Definition 2.3,
showing that S satisfies Definition 2.9 is straightforward.
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Remark 2.10 (Weyl Actions). Every S(G/H) is equipped with actions of the Weyl
groups WK(H) for all subgroups K such that H < K ≤ G. Here we state a few
properties of these actions that we subsequently use to define the Mackey functor
NGHM . By Property 4 of Definition 2.9, for all g in WK(H), all x in S(G/H), and
all y in S(G/K), gresKH(x) = res
K
H(x), tr
K
H (gx) = tr
K
H (x) and N
K
H (gx) = N
K
H (x).
Moreover, when G is abelian, by Property 5,
resKH tr
K
H (x) =
∑
g∈WK(H)
gx and resKHN
K
H (x) =
∏
g∈WK(H)
gx.
We collect the properties of Definition 2.9 into a lattice-like diagram. For exam-
ple, a C2-Tambara functor is pictured in Figure 1.
S(C2/C2)
resC2e
&&
S(C2/e)
trC2e
ff
NC2e
OO
Figure 1. S is a C2-Tambara Functor
Example 2.11. We can find explicit Tambara reciprocity formulas. For example, let
S be a C4-Tambara functor, let a and b be elements in S(C4/e), and let γ generate
C4. Then
NC4e (a+ b) = N
C4
e (a) +N
C4
e (b) + tr
C4
C2
(
NC2e ((ab)
C2
1 )
)
+ trC4e (ge(a, b))
where (ab)C21 = aγb and
ge(a, b) = aγaγ
2aγ3b+ bγbγ2bγ3a+ aγbγ2bγ3a.
Further, for x in S(C4/e), N
C4
C2
trC2e (x) = tr
C4
e (f(x)) where f(x) = xγx.
3. Constructing the Norm Functors
From here on, let G be a cyclic p-group with generator γ. In this section, for a
subgroup H of G and H-Mackey functor M , we build a G-Mackey functor NGHM
that we will use to define the norm functor NGH : MackH → MackG. Because
we build the Mackey functor NGHM inductively we require every subgroup to have
a unique maximal subgroup. Thus, we impose the restriction that G must be a
cyclic p-group. If all subgroups are not nested, then for all subgroups K of G
we would have to determine how multiple maximal subgroups interact with one
another to impact the definition of (NGHM)(G/K) and the corresponding transfer
and restriction maps. This feat would wreak havoc on the construction of NGHM
and cause NGHM to lose its usefulness as a tool for understanding the G-symmetric
monoidal structure on MackG.
Further, our definition of NGHM is motivated by the constructive definition of the
symmetric monoidal product in the category of G-Mackey functors. This product
is called the box product @. The category theoretic definition of the box product
can be found in [6] or [13], and while this definition is imperative to theory of
Mackey functors, it is difficult to use it to understand how the box product combines
two Mackey functors. Thus, we provide Lewis’ explicit construction of the box
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product for Cp-Mackey functors. Despite its constraint to Cp-Mackey functors,
this definition allows us to visualize the box product of two Mackey functors. In
a similar vain, even though we only define NGHM when G is a cyclic p-group, our
construction provides insight into the norm functors that is otherwise difficult to
see.
Definition 3.1. [[9], [5]] Given Cp-Mackey functors M and L we define their box
product M @ L by the diagram in Figure 2.
[
M(Cp/Cp)⊗ L(Cp/Cp)⊕
Im(tr
Cp
e )︷ ︸︸ ︷
(M(Cp/e)⊗ L(Cp/e))/WCp (e)
]
/FR
res
Cp
e
%%
M(Cp/e)⊗ L(Cp/e)
tr
Cp
e
cc
Figure 2. The Box Product of Cp-Mackey Functors
The transfer map is the quotient map onto the second summand. The restriction
map is induced from res
Cp
e ⊗ resCpe on the first summand and by the trace of the
Weyl action on the second summand. The Weyl action on M(Cp/e) ⊗ L(Cp/e)
is the diagonal action. Finally, FR is the Frobenius reciprocity submodule and is
generated by all elements of the form
m′ ⊗ trCpe (l)− trCpe (resCpe (m′)⊗ l)
and
trCpe (m)⊗ l′ − trCpe (m⊗ resCpe (l′))
for all m′ in M(Cp/Cp), l′ in L(Cp/Cp), m in M(Cp/e), and l in L(Cp/e).
The above definition naturally extends to a k-fold box product for any positive
integer k. Moreover, if G is a cyclic p-group Cpn we can extend the above definition
to the box product of G-Mackey functors as follows. Because all subgroups of G
are nested, for any G-Mackey functor and any subgroups H < Cpk ≤ G, tr
C
pk
H =
tr
C
pk
C
pk−1
tr
C
pk−1
H . Therefore, if M and L are G-Mackey functors, we can inductively
build M @ L so that
(M @ L)(G/Cpk) =[
M(G/Cpk)⊗ L(G/Cpk)⊕ (M @ L)(G/Cpk−1)/WC
pk
(C
pk−1 )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Im(tr)
]
/FR.
The restriction and transfer maps are identical to those given in Definition 3.1.
We can now define NGHM .
Definition 3.2. Let H be a subgroup of G and let M be an H-Mackey functor.
Define the G-Mackey functor NGHM as follows.
For all subgroups H ′ of H define
(NGHM)(G/H
′) := M@|G/H|(H/H ′),
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and if H ′′ < H ′ ≤ H then resH′H′′ and trH
′
H′′ are the box product restriction and
transfer maps given in Definition 3.1.
For all subgroups K of G such that H < K ≤ G, let K ′′ be the maximal subgroup
of K. (We use the notation K ′′ for the maximal subgroup instead of K ′ because
we reserve K ′ for a generic subgroup between H and K.) Define (NGHM)(G/K)
inductively by
(NGHM)(G/K) :=
(
Z{M(H/H)×|G/K|} ⊕ Im(trKK′′)
)
/TR,
where Im(trKK′′) is
(
(NGHM)(G/K
′′)
)
/WK(K′′), and so the transfer map tr
K
K′′ is
the canonical quotient map onto that summand. We define the restriction map
resKK′′ using the facts that res
K
K′′tr
K
K′′(x) =
∑
g∈WK(K′′) gx in a Mackey functor
and resKK′′N
K
K′′(x) =
∏
g∈WK(K′′) gx in a Tambara functor. A detailed description
can be found in Definition 3.5. We call TR the Tambara reciprocity submodule.
This submodule ensures that the Tambara reciprocity relations of Definition 2.9
are satisfied when we use NGHM to create Tambara functors. We fully discuss TR
in Section 3.1.
Remark 3.3. There is a map N : M(H/H) → (NGHM)(G/G) defined by the com-
position
M(H/H)→ Z{M(H/H)} → (NGHM)(G/G)
that sends an element in M(H/H) to the corresponding generator in the image
of the free summand in (NGHM)(G/G). We call this map N because in Section
5 we use it to define the internal norm maps of Tambara functors. Thus, N is
like the universal norm map, or, equivalently, the image of the free summand in
(NGHM)(G/G) is like the universal home for norms. Moreover, with this idea in
mind we will use the notation N(−) to denote generators in the image of the free
summand.
Since (NGHM)(G/H
′) = M@|G/H|(H/H ′) wheneverH ′ < H, we index (NGHM)(G/H ′)
by elements of G/H. Moreover,
M@|G/H|(H/H ′) = (M(H/H ′)⊗|G/H| ⊕ Im(tr)) /FR,
and we denote a simple tensor in the M(H/H ′)⊗|G/H| summand of this module by
m⊗|G/H| = me ⊗mγ ⊗ · · · ⊗mγ|G/H|−1 .
Similarly, we index M(H/H)×|G/K| in (NGHM)(G/K) by elements of G/K, and
so we denote an element in M(H/H)×|G/K| by
m×|G/K| = me ×mγ × · · · ×mγ|G/K|−1 .(3.1)
Let N(m×|G/K|) denote the corresponding generator of the image of the free sum-
mand Z{M(H/H)×|G/K|} in (NGHM)(G/K).
Definition 3.4. Define the Weyl action on NGHM as follows. When H
′ ≤ H the
generator γ of WG(H
′) acts on (NGHM)(G/H
′) (which equals M@|G/H|(H/H ′)) by
cyclically permuting the factors. Thus, γ acts on a simple tensor by
γ(m⊗|G/H|) =
(
γ|G/H|mγ|G/H|−1
)
⊗me ⊗mγ ⊗ · · · ⊗mγ|G/H|−2 ,(3.2)
where γ|G/H| generates WH(H ′).
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For all subgroups K such that H < K ≤ G, the generator γ of WG(K) acts on
the generator N(m×|G/K|) in (NGHM)(G/K) by cyclically permuting the factors of
m×|G/K| in the following way:
γN
(
m×|G/K|
)
= N(γ(me ×mγ × · · · ×mγ|G/K|−1))
= N(mγ|G/K|−1 ×me ×mγ × · · · ×mγ|G/K|−2).
Definition 3.5. Let K be a subgroup of G such that H < K ≤ G and let
K ′′ be maximal in K. We define the restriction map resKK′′ : (N
G
HM)(G/K) →
(NGHM)(G/K
′′) by
resKK′′(tr(x)) =
∑
γs∈WK(K′′)
γsx
for all tr(x) in Im(trKK′′), and
resKK′′(N(m
×|G/K|)) =
{
N
(∏
|K/K′′|m
×|G/K|
)
if K ′′ > H⊗
|K/K′′|m
⊗|G/K| if K ′′ = H
for all generatorsN(m×|G/K|), where
∏
|K/K′′|
(
m×|G/K|
)
is the |K/K ′′|-fold Carte-
sian product of m×|G/K| and
⊗
|K/K′′|m
⊗|G/K| is the analogous tensor product.
Since G is a cyclic p-group, all subgroups are nested. Thus, if K ′′ is not maximal
in K then we define resKK′′ and tr
K
K′′ using the facts that if K
′′ < J < K, then
resKK′′ = res
J
K′′res
K
J and tr
K
K′′ = tr
K
J tr
J
K′′ .
3.1. The Tambara Reciprocity Submodule. Let H and K be subgroups of G
such that H < K ≤ G, and let M be an H-Mackey functor. In this section we define
the Tambara reciprocity submodule of (NGHM)(G/K). As discussed in Remark 3.3,
in Section 5 we use NGHM to define the internal norm maps of a Tambara functor, so
NGHM must reflect the Tambara reciprocity property of Definition 2.9. In particular,
we think of elements in the image of the free summand in (NGHM)(G/K) as norm-
like elements, and so we need to define relations to identify the analogues of “the
norm of a sum” and “the norm of a transfer” in the image of the free summand
with appropriate elements in the transfer summand.
Specifically, by Theorem 2.5 the internal norm map NKH of a Tambara functor
must satisfy
NKH (a+ b) =
NKH (a) +N
K
H (b) +
∑
H<K′<K
trKK′
(
iK′∑
k=1
NK
′
H
(
(ab)K
′
k
))
+ trKH (gH(a, b)),
where each (ab)K
′
k is product of Weyl conjugates of a and b and gH(a, b) is a sum of
products of Weyl conjugates of a and b. To mimic this formula in (NGHM)(G/K),
first, for a in M(H/H) let ma
×|G/K|
j be the element in M(H/H)
×|G/K| obtained
by replacing mγj by a. So,
ma
×|G/K|
j = me ×mγ × · · · ×mγj−1 × a×mγj+1 × · · · ×mγ|G/K|−1 .
Then for any a and b in M(H/H) and j such that 0 ≤ j ≤ |G/K| − 1 we need to
identify the element
N
(
m(a+ b)
×|G/K|
j
)
−N
(
ma
×|G/K|
j
)
−N
(
mb
×|G/K|
j
)
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in the image of the free summand of (NGHM)(G/K) with elements in the transfer
summand that are analogous to each (ab)K
′
k and to gH(a, b). However, the modules
of NGHM are not rings and hence are not equipped with multiplication. Thus,
to create analogues of (ab)K
′
k and gH(a, b) we must first develop a way to mimic
the multiplication of Weyl conjugates in the modules of NGHM . We will focus on
developing the analog of (ab)K
′
k in (N
G
HM)(G/K). The construction of an element
like gH(a, b) in (N
G
HM)(G/H) is similar.
To create a product of Weyl conjugates in (NGHM)(G/K) we formally add an
element 1 to M(H/H) so that the stabilizer subgroup of 1 is H and define a
multiplication on M(H/H) by 1m = m1 = m for all m in M(H/H). If neither m1
nor m2 is the element 1, then there is no multiplication m1m2. We can now view a
generator N(m×|G/K
′|) in (NGHM)(G/K
′) as a product over the Weyl action, which
is the key step in developing elements in (NGHM)(G/K
′) analogous to (ab)K
′
k .
Lemma 3.6. We can write an element m×|G/K
′| in M(H/H)×|G/K
′| as a product
over the WG(K
′)-action:
m×|G/K
′| =
|G/K′|−1∏
j=0
γj
(
mγj × 1×|G/K
′|−1
)
.
Proof. The element
1×j ×mγj × 1×|G/K
′|−1−j
in M(H/H)×|G/K
′| can be written as
γj
(
mγj × 1×|G/K
′|−1
)
.
Further, if γk and γj in WG(K
′) are such that j < k then we can multiply:(
1×j ×mγj × 1×|G/K
′|−1−j
)(
1×k ×mγk × 1×|G/K
′|−1−k
)
= 1×j ×mγj × 1×k−j−1 ×mγk × 1×|G/K
′|−1−k. 
Moreover, if K ′ < K and m×|G/K| is in M(H/H)×|G/K|, then we can embed
m×|G/K| into M(H/H)×|G/K
′| by
m×|G/K| 7→m×|G/K| × 1×|G/K′|−|G/K|.
Letting γ|G/K| be the generator of WK(K ′), we define a WK(K ′)-action on this
element by
γ|G/K|
(
m×|G/K| × 1×|G/K′|−|G/K|
)
= 1×|G/K| ×m×|G/K| × 1×|G/K′|−2|G/K|.
Therefore, for any ma
×|G/K|
j and mb
×|G/K|
j in M(H/H)
×|G/K| we can consider the
elements ma
×|G/K|
j ×1×|G/K
′|−|G/K| and mb×|G/K|j ×1×|G/K
′|−|G/K| inM(H/H)×|G/K
′|
along with their WK(K
′)-conjugates.
Lemma 3.7. Evaluating each monomial (ab)K
′
k in Theorem 2.5 at the appropriate
Weyl conjugates of ma
×|G/K|
j × 1×|G/K
′|−|G/K| and mb×|G/K|j × 1×|G/K
′|−|G/K|
defines an element (ajbj)
K′
k in M(H/H)
×|G/K′| that contains no ones.
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Similarly, to define an element in (NGHM)(G/H) analogous of gH(a, b), we can
embed m×|G/K| into M(H/H)⊗|G/H| via
m×|G/K| 7→m⊗|G/K| ⊗ 1⊗|G/H|−|G/K|.
Lemma 3.8. Evaluating the polynomial gH(a, b) in Theorem 2.5 at the appropri-
ate Weyl conjugates of ma
⊗|G/K|
j ⊗ 1⊗|G/H|−|G/K| and mb⊗|G/K|j ⊗ 1⊗|G/H|−|G/K|
defines a polynomial gH(aj , bj) in M(H/H)
⊗|G/H| that contains no ones.
Further, in (NGHM)(G/K) we must also mimic the Tambara reciprocity formula
for transfers given in Theorem 2.7. But, when G is a cyclic p-group, since all
subgroups are nested, the formula for the norm of a transfer simplifies to
NKH tr
H
H′(x) = tr
K
H′(f(x)).
So, for all subgroups H ′ of H and elements x in M(H/H ′) we identify the element
N
(
mtrHH′(x)
×|G/K|
j
)
in the image of the free summand of (NGHM)(G/K) with an element in the transfer
summand that is analogous to f(x). We use a process identical to the one described
above to create elements that are products over the Weyl action in M(H/H ′)⊗|G/H|.
Lemma 3.9. Let H ′ be a subgroup of H and let x be in M(H/H ′). Given
mtrHH′(x)
×|G/K|
j in M(H/H)
×|G/K|, let ri = resHH′(mi) for each mi of mtr
H
H′(x)
×|G/K|
j .
Evaluating the polynomial f(x) in Theorem 2.7 at the appropriate Weyl conjugates
of
re ⊗ · · · ⊗ rγj−1 ⊗ x⊗ rγj+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ rγ|G/K|−1 ⊗ 1⊗|G/H|−|G/K|
defines a sum f(xj) in M(H/H
′)⊗|G/H|. This sum involves no ones.
Lemmas 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 follow directly from Fact 2.8 and from the definition of
the element 1.
Definition 3.10. Let K be a subgroup such that H < K ≤ G. The Tambara reci-
procity submodule TR in (NGHM)(G/K) is the submodule generated by all elements
of the following forms
N
(
m(a+ b)
×|G/K|
j
)
−N
(
ma
×|G/K|
j
)
−N
(
mb
×|G/K|
j
)
(3.3)
−
∑
H<K′<K
trKK′
(∑
k
N
(
(ajbj)
K′
k
))
− trKH (gH(aj , bj))
and
N
(
mc
×|G/K|
j
)
− trKH′(f(xj))(3.4)
for all a and b in M(H/H), j such that e ≤ γj ≤ γ|G/K|−1, and c such that
c = trHH′(x) for some x in M(H/H
′) and for some subgroup H ′ of H.
Lemma 3.11. The Tambara reciprocity submodule is Weyl equivariant.
Proof. This result follows directly from the definitions of (ajbj)
K′
k , gH(aj , bj), and
f(xj) and of the Weyl actions. 
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3.2. Examples.
Example 3.12. We can think of the module Z/2 as an {e}-Mackey functor and build
the C2-Mackey functor N
C2
e Z/2. First, (NC2e Z/2)(C2/e) = Z/2 ⊗ Z/2, and hence
is Z/2 with trivial Weyl action. Then
(NC2e Z/2)(C2/C2) =
(
Z{N(0), N(1)} ⊕ Z/2/WC2 (e)
)
/TR,
and TR is generated by all elements of the form N(a+b)−N(a)−N(b)−trC2e (a⊗b).
Quotienting out by TR gives N(0) = 0, trC2e (1) = −2N(1), and 4N(1) = 0, and so
(NC2e Z/2)(C2/C2) ∼= Z/4. We give the lattice diagram for NC2e Z/2 in Figure 3.
1_

Z/4
resC2e
''
2
1 Z/2
trC2e
gg
1
_
OO
Figure 3. The C2-Mackey functor N
C2
e Z/2
Using a process similar to Example 3.12 it is not difficult to see that NC2e Z is
the C2-Burnside Mackey functor A.
4. Proof of the Main Theorem
In this section we verify that the construction NGHM satisfies the Main Theorem.
Recall that a morphism φ : M → L of Mackey functors consists of a collection of
homomorphisms {φH : M(G/H) → L(G/H) : H ≤ G} that commute with the
appropriate restriction and transfer maps.
Theorem 4.1. For all subgroups H of G, the map NGH : MackH →MackG given
by M 7→ NGHM is a functor.
Proof. Given a morphism φ : M → L inMackH we define the associated morphism
NGH (φ) : N
G
HM → NGHL in MackG as follows.
For all subgroups H ′ in H define NGH (φ)H′ to be φ
@|G/H|
H′ . If K is a subgroup
such that H < K ≤ G, then we inductively define NGH (φ)K so that it is compatible
with the appropriate restriction and transfer maps. More specifically, let K ′′ be
the maximal subgroup of K. Then for all tr(x) in the Im(trKK′′) summand of
(NGHM)(G/K) we define N
G
H (φ)K(tr(x)) to be
trKK′′(N
G
H (φ)K′′(x)).
If N(m×|G/K|) is a generator in the image of the free summand of (NGHM)(G/K),
define NGH (φ)K(N(m
×|G/K|)) to be
N(φH(me)× φH(mγ)× · · · × φH(mγ|G/K|−1)).
The map NGH (φ)K preserves the Tambara reciprocity relations because the polyno-
mials (ajbj)
K′
k , gH(aj , bj), and f(xj) are universally determined by the group G.
Further, by definition, the maps {NGH (φ)K : K ≤ G} form a natural transformation
of G-Mackey functors, and the assignment φ 7→ NGH (φ) is functorial. 
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4.1. NGH is Isomorphic to the Composition N
G
KN
K
H . We next prove that the
norm functors satisfy Property (a) of the Main Theorem. Thus, we will prove
that NGH : MackH →MackG is isomorphic to the composition of functors NGKNKH
whenever H < K < G. Throughout this section let J be the maximal subgroup
of G. By induction it suffices to define an isomorphism Φ: NGJ N
J
HM → NGHM by
building a collection of isomorphisms
{ΦP : (NGJ NJHM)(G/P )→ (NGHM)(G/P ) for all P ≤ G}.
These maps fall into three cases:
• when P is a subgroup H ′ of H,
• when P is a subgroup K such that H < K < G, and
• when P = G.
To define the isomorphisms in the first two cases we need to show that rearrang-
ing the indices of M(H/H)×|G/K| and M@|G/H|(H/H ′) does not fundamentally
change these objects. To define the isomorphisms in the second two cases we also
need explicit descriptions of the modules (NGJ N
J
HM)(G/G) and (N
G
J N
J
HM)(G/K)
for K such that H < K < G.
Lemma 4.2. Let H and K be subgroups of G such that H < K < J , and let
M be an H-Mackey functor. (Recall that J is maximal in G.) The modules
M(H/H)×|G/K| and
(
M(H/H)×|J/K|
)×|G/J|
are equivariantly isomorphic WG(K)-
modules.
Proof. The action on M(H/H)×|G/K| is as described in Definition 3.4. The module(
M(H/H)×|J/K|
)×|G/J|
is a reindexing of M(H/H)×|G/K| in the following sense.
An element in
(
M(H/H)×|J/K|
)×|G/J|
is given by(
m×|J/K|
)×|G/J|
=
(
m×|J/K|
)
e
×
(
m×|J/K|
)
γ
× · · · ×
(
m×|J/K|
)
γ|G/J|−1
,
which expands to
(4.1)
(me×mγ|G/J|×· · ·×mγ(|J/K|−1)|G/J|)×(mγ×mγ|G/J|+1×· · ·×mγ(|J/K|−1)|G/J|+1)×· · ·
The WG(K)-action still shuffles the factors but now each m
×|J/K| travels as a pack:
γ
(
m×|J/K|
)×|G/J|
=[
γ|G/J|
(
m×|J/K|
)
γ|G/J|−1
]
×
(
m×|J/K|
)
e
× · · · ×
(
m×|J/K|
)
γ|G/J|−2
.
The map (
M(H/H)×|J/K|
)×|G/J|
→M(H/H)×|G/K|
that sends the expansion (4.1) to
me ×mγ ×mγ2 × · · · ×mγ|G/K|−1
is an isomorphism of WG(K)-modules. 
Lemma 4.3. Let H be a subgroup of G such that H < J ≤ G. If M is an H-Mackey
functor, then for all subgroups H ′ of H, M@|G/H|(H/H ′) and (M@|J/H|)@|G/J| (H/H ′)
are equivariantly isomorphic WG(H
′)-modules.
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Proof. The WG(H
′)-action on a simple tensor of M@|G/H|(H/H ′) is given in Defini-
tion 3.4. When we reindex M@|G/H|(H/H ′) to (M@|J/H|)@|G/J| (H/H ′) we define
a compatible WG(H
′)-action similar to the action on
(
M(H/H)×|J/K|
)×|G/J|
de-
scribed above. Again, a map(
M@|J/K|)@|G/J| (H/H ′)→M@|G/H|(H/H ′)
analogous to the one above is an isomorphism of WG(H
′)-modules. 
We next develop a digestible form of the module (NGJ N
J
HM)(G/K).
Definition 4.4. Let H and K be subgroups of G such that H < K < G, and
let K ′′ be the maximal subgroup of K. Given an H-Mackey functor M , define
(N˜GJ N
J
HM)(G/K) to be the module given below where Im(tr
K
K′′) is (N
G
J N
J
HM)(G/K
′′)/WK(K′′).
(N˜GJ N
J
HM)(G/K) :=
[
Z
{(
M(H/H)×|J/K|
)×|G/J|}
⊕ Im(trKK′′)
]
/R˜
We denote a generator of the image of the free summand by N((m×|J/K|)×|G/J|)
and WG(K) acts on
(
m×|J/K|
)×|G/J|
as described in the proof of Lemma 4.2. The
submodule R˜ combines the Frobenius reciprocity submodule with the Tambara
reciprocity submodule of each (NJHM)(J/K). In particular, each M(H/H)
×|J/K|
in the image of the free summand in (N˜GJ N
J
HM)(G/K) stems from a copy of
(NJHM)(J/K), and R˜ must reflect the Tambara reciprocity submodule of each of
these modules. Hence, while the generators of R˜ look intimidating, they are simply
the elements in which the Tambara reciprocity relations are occurring in one of the
m×|J/K| factors of N((m×|J/K|)×|G/J|) while the remaining factors come along for
the ride. It follows that R˜ is generated by the following two classes of elements for
all a, b, j, r, and for all c such that c = trHH′(x) for any x and any subgroup H
′ of
H:
N
((
m×|J/K|
)
e
× · · · ×
(
m(a+ b)
×|J/K|
j
)
γr
× · · · ×
(
m×|J/K|
)
γ|G/J|−1
)
− N
((
m×|J/K|
)
e
× · · · ×
(
ma
×|J/K|
j
)
γr
× · · · ×
(
m×|J/K|
)
γ|G/J|−1
)
− N
((
m×|J/K|
)
e
× · · · ×
(
mb
×|J/K|
j
)
γr
× · · · ×
(
m×|J/K|
)
γ|G/J|−1
)
−
∑
H<K′<K
trKK′
N
 ∏
|K/K′|
(
m×|J/K|
)
e
× · · ·
×
(∑
i
(ajbj)
K′
i
)
γr
× · · · ×
∏
|K/K′|
(
m×|J/K|
)
γ|G/J|−1

− trKH
 ⊗
|K/H|
(
m⊗|J/K|
)
e
⊗ · · · ⊗ gH(aj , bj)γr ⊗ · · · ⊗
⊗
|K/H|
(
m⊗|J/K|
)
γ|G/J|−1

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and
N
((
m×|J/K|
)
e
× · · · ×
(
mc
×|J/K|
j
)
γr
× · · · ×
(
m×|J/K|
)
γ|G/J|−1
)
− trKH
 ⊗
|K/H|
(
m⊗|J/K|
)
e
⊗ · · · ⊗ trHH′(f(xj))γr ⊗ · · · ⊗
⊗
|K/H|
(
m⊗|J/K|
)
γ|G/J|−1
 .
Lemma 4.5. Let H and K be subgroups of G such that H < K < G. Given an
H-Mackey functor M , the module (NGJ N
J
HM)(G/K) is isomorphic to the module
(N˜GJ N
J
HM)(G/K).
Proof. The module (NGJ N
J
HM)(G/K) is (N
J
HM)
@|G/J|(J/K), and by Definition
3.1, this box product is equal to the following module where K ′′ is maximal in K:(
(NJHM)(J/K)
⊗|G/J| ⊕ Im(trKK′′)
)
/FR.
Via Frobenius reciprocity we identify the transfer summand of each (NJHM)(J/K)
with elements in Im(trKK′′). We then develop the elements in R˜ by starting with
sums of tensors in (NJHM)(J/K)
⊗|G/J| in which one factor is seeing an element in
the TR submodule and the other factors are remaining constant. We then apply
the FR relations to each tensor that contains a transfer term of the TR relation.
Terms like
∏
|K/K′|(m
×|J/K|) and
⊗
|K/H|(m
⊗|J/K|) that appear in R˜ are the
appropriate restriction maps evaluated at constant pieces N(m×|J/K|). They arise
from applying the FR relations to tensors such as
N(m×|J/K|)⊗ · · · ⊗ trKH (gH(aj , bj)⊗ · · · ⊗N(m×|J/K|).
We then use basic properties of tensor products to arrive at (N˜GJ N
J
HM)(G/K). 
Lemma 4.6. Let H be a subgroup of G. Given an H-Mackey functor M , (NGJ N
J
HM)(G/G)
is isomorphic to
(
Z{M(H/H)} ⊕ Im(trGJ )
)
/TR, where Im(tr
G
J ) = (N
G
J N
J
HM)(G/J)/WG(J).
Proof. The module (NGJ N
J
HM)(G/G) is(
Z{(NJHM)(J/J)} ⊕ (NGJ NJHM)(G/J)/WG(J)
)
/TR,
which equals (
Z{[Z{M(H/H)} ⊕ Im(tr)]/TR} ⊕ Im(trGJ )
)
/TR.
Quotienting by TR identifies all elements in the transfer summand of (NJHM)(J/J)
with elements in Im(trGJ ). Thus,
(NGJ N
J
HM)(G/G)
∼= (Z{Z{M(H/H)}} ⊕ Im(trGJ )) /TR.
Further, we derive the generators of the Tambara reciprocity submodule directly
from the formulas for Tambara reciprocity for sums and transfers in Definition
2.9. Therefore, by Property 2 of Definition 2.9, (NGJ N
J
HM)(G/G) is isomorphic to(
Z{M(H/H)} ⊕ Im(trGJ )
)
/TR. 
We now prove that the norm functors are composable.
Theorem 4.7. For all subgroups H and K of G such that H < K < G, the norm
functor NGH : MackH → MackG is isomorphic to the composition of functors
NGKN
K
H .
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Proof. Let M be an H-Mackey functor, and let J be the maximal subgroup of G.
Via induction on the size of G it suffices to show that NGH is naturally isomorphic
to NGJ N
J
H . We will construct an isomorphism Φ: N
G
J N
J
HM → NGHM by building
a collection of isomorphisms
{ΦP : (NGJ NJHM)(G/P )→ (NGHM)(G/P ) for all P ≤ G}
that commute with the appropriate restriction and transfer maps.
For any subgroup H ′ of H, (NGHM)(G/H
′) = M@|G/H|(H/H ′), and
(NGJ N
J
HM)(G/H
′) = (NJHM)
@|G/J|(J/H ′)
= (M@|J/H|)@|G/J|(H/H ′).
So, we let ΦH′ be the isomorphism of Lemma 4.3.
Next, let K be a subgroup of G such that H < K < G. By Lemma 4.5, it suffices
to use induction to build an isomorphism
ΦK : (N˜GJ N
J
HM)(G/K)→ (NGHM)(G/K).
For the base case assume K is the subgroup K˜ in which H is maximal. We define
ΦK˜ by defining two maps , one on the transfer summand of (N˜
G
J N
J
HM)(G/K),
φK˜ :
(
M@|J/H|)@|G/J| (H/H)/W
K˜
(H) →M@|G/H|(H/H)/W
K˜
(H),
and one on the free summand,
φ′
K˜
: Z
{(
M(H/H)×|J/K˜|
)×|G/J|}
→ Z
{
M(H/H)×|G/K˜|
}
.
Let φK˜ be the isomorphism induced by ΦH , and let φ
′
K˜
be the isomorphism of
Lemma 4.2 that rearranges the indices of a generator N
((
m×|J/K˜|
)×|G/J|)
. Then
define ΦK˜ to be φ
′
K˜
⊕ φK˜ . Because of the way we defined the reindexing isomor-
phisms in Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 ΦK˜ maps each element in R˜ to an element in TR.
Therefore, ΦK˜ is a well-defined isomorphism.
The definition of ΦK and proof that ΦK is an isomorphism for any subgroup K
such that H < K < G is analogous.
It remains only to define ΦG. By Lemma 4.6, (N
G
J N
J
HM)(G/G) is isomorphic
to
(
Z{M(H/H)} ⊕ Im(trGJ )
)
/TR. Thus, we define ΦG by defining two maps φG
and φ′G as we did above. These maps pass to a well-defined isomorphism. 
4.2. The Norm Functors are Strong Symmetric Monoidal. We now show
that for all subgroups H of G, NGH : MackH → MackG is strong symmetric
monoidal, and thus the norm functors satisfy Property (b) of the Main Theorem.
By Theorem 4.7, it suffices to let H be maximal in G. In this case NGHM simplifies
nicely. Indeed, if H ′ is a subgroup of H, then (NGHM)(G/H
′) = M@|G/H|(H/H ′).
The only remaining module is (NGHM)(G/G).
Fact 4.8. The module (NGHM)(G/G) is(
Z{M(H/H)} ⊕M@|G/H|(H/H)/WG(H)
)
/TR,
where the generators of TR are elements of the forms
N(a+ b)−N(a)−N(b)− trGH(gH(a, b))
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and
N(trHH′(x))− trGH′(f(x))
for all a and b in M(H/H), x in M(H/H ′) and H ′ < H. The polynomial gH(a, b)
is the polynomial gH(a, b) of Theorem 2.5 evaluated at the appropriate Weyl con-
jugates of a⊗ 1⊗|G/H|−1 and b⊗ 1⊗|G/H|−1 (in the sense of Lemma 3.8). Similarly,
f(x) is the polynomial f(x) of Theorem 2.7 evaluated at the appropriate Weyl
conjugates of x⊗ 1⊗|G/H|−1 (in the sense of Lemma 3.9).
To show that NGH is strong symmetric monoidal given H-Mackey functors M
and L we will build an isomorphism
Ψ: NGHM @NGHL→ NGH (M @ L).
Before defining Ψ we will explicitly describe NGHM @NGHL and NGH (M @ L).
Lemma 4.9. Let H be maximal in G and let M and L be H-Mackey functors. For
all subgroups H ′ of H,
(NGHM @NGHL)(G/H ′) = (M@|G/H| @ L@|G/H|)(H/H ′),
and consists of simple tensors of the form m⊗|G/H| ⊗ l⊗|G/H|. The generator γ of
WG(H
′) acts by γ
(
m⊗|G/H|
)⊗ γ (l⊗|G/H|). The module (NGHM @NGHL)(G/G) is
isomorphic to (
Z{M(H/H)× L(H/H)} ⊕ Im(trGH)
)
/
F˜R
,
where Im(trGH) is (M
@|G/H| @ L@|G/H|)(H/H)/WG(H). The submodule F˜R is gen-
erated by
N((a+ b)× l)−N(a× l)−N(b× l)− trGH
gH(a, b)⊗ ⊗
|G/H|
l
 ,
N(m× (y + z))−N(m× y)−N(m× z)− trGH
⊗
|G/H|
m
⊗ gH(y, z)
 ,
N(trHH′(d)× l)− trGH
trHH′(f(d))⊗ ⊗
|G/H|
l
 ,
and
N(m× trHH′(x))− trGH
⊗
|G/H|
m
⊗ trHH′(f(x))

for all a, b, and m in M(H/H), d in M(H/H ′), y z, and l in L(H/H), x in
L(H/H ′) and subgroups H ′ of H.
Proof. The description of each (NGHM @ NGHL)(G/H ′) follows directly from the
definitions of NGH and the box product. Then
(NGHM @NGHL)(G/G) = (NGHM(G/G)⊗NGHL(G/G)⊕ Im(trGH)) /FR.
The submodule F˜R stems from combining the relations defined by the FR sub-
module with the relations from each TR submodule. For example, by the TR
submodule of NGHM(G/G) we have
N(a+ b)⊗N(l)−N(a)⊗N(l)−N(b)⊗N(l)− trGH(gH(a, b))⊗N(l).
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But, now we use the FR submodule and the fact that resGH(N(l)) =
⊗
|G/H| l to
identify trGH(gH(a, b))⊗N(l) with trGH
(
gH(a, b)⊗
⊗
|G/H| l
)
. Finally, we use the
fact that for any modules R and S, Z{R} ⊗ Z{S} is isomorphic to Z{R × S} to
arrive at the module given in the lemma. 
We introduce some notation before describing NGH (M @ L). Let gH(a ⊗ y, b ⊗
z) be the polynomial gH(a, b) of Theorem 2.5 evaluated at the appropriate Weyl
conjugates of a⊗y⊗(1⊗1)⊗|G/H|−1 and b⊗z⊗(1⊗1)⊗|G/H|−1 (in the sense of Lemma
3.8), and let f(d ⊗ resHH′(y)) and f(resHH′(a) ⊗ x) be the polynomial of Theorem
2.7 evaluated at the appropriate Weyl conjugates of d⊗ resHH′(y)⊗ (1⊗ 1)⊗|G/H|−1
and resHH′(a)⊗ x⊗ (1⊗ 1)⊗|G/H|−1, respectively (in the sense of Lemma 3.9).
Lemma 4.10. Let H be maximal in G and let M and L be H-Mackey functors.
For all subgroups H ′ of H, NGH (M@L)(G/H ′) = (M@L)@|G/H|(H/H ′) with simple
tensors
(m⊗ l)⊗|G/H| = me ⊗ le ⊗mγ ⊗ lγ ⊗ · · · ⊗mγ|G/H|−1 ⊗ lγ|G/H|−1 .
The generator γ of WG(H
′) acts by
γ(m⊗ l)⊗|G/H| =(
γ|G/H|mγ|G/H|−1 ⊗ γ|G/H|lγ|G/H|−1
)
⊗me ⊗ le ⊗ · · · ⊗mγ|G/H|−2 ⊗ lγ|G/H|−2 .
The module NGH (M @ L)(G/G) is isomorphic to(
Z{M(H/H)⊗ L(H/H)} ⊕ Im(trGH)
)
/
T˜R
,
where Im(trGH) is (M @L)@|G/H|(H/H)/WG(H), and T˜R is generated by the follow-
ing elements for all a⊗ y and b⊗ z in M(H/H)⊗ L(H/H), d in M(H/H ′), x in
L(H/H ′), and subgroups H ′ of H:
N(a⊗ y + b⊗ z)−N(a⊗ y)−N(b⊗ z)− trGH(gH(a⊗ y, b⊗ z)),
N(trHH′(d)⊗ y)− trGH′(f(d⊗ resHH′(y))),
N(a⊗ trHH′(x))− trGH′(f(resHH′(a)⊗ x)).
Proof. The description of each NGH (M @L)(G/H ′) follows directly from the defini-
tions of NGH and the box product. Then
NGH (M @ L)(G/G) = (Z{(M @ L)(H/H)} ⊕ Im(trGH)) /TR.
If we combine the Frobenius reciprocity submodule of (M@L)(H/H) with Tambara
reciprocity the resulting module is isomorphic to(
Z{M(H/H)⊗ L(H/H)} ⊕ Im(trGH)
)
/
T˜R
. 
Theorem 4.11. For all subgroups H of G, the norm functor NGH : MackH →
MackG is a strong symmetric monoidal functor.
Proof. By Theorem 4.7 it suffices to let H be maximal in G. We will build an iso-
morphism Ψ: NGHM @NGHL→ NGH (M @L) by defining a collection of isomorphisms
{ΨP : (NGHM @NGHL)(G/P )→ NGH (M @ L)(G/P ) for all P ≤ G}.
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First, let H ′ be a subgroup of H. Using the descriptions of (NGHM@NGHL)(G/H ′)
and NGH (M @ L)(G/H ′) given in Lemmas 4.9 and 4.10 we define ΨH′ to be an iso-
morphism analogous to that of Lemma 4.3 that rearranges the indices. Specifically,
ΨH′ maps a simple tensor
(me ⊗mγ ⊗ · · · ⊗mγ|G/H|−1)⊗ (le ⊗ lγ ⊗ · · · ⊗ lγ|G/H|−1)
in M@|G/H| @ L@|G/H|(H/H ′) to
me ⊗ le ⊗mγ ⊗ lγ ⊗ · · · ⊗mγ|G/H|−1 ⊗ lγ|G/H|−1
in (M @ L)@|G/H|(H/H ′).
We define the isomorphism ΨG by employing a strategy similar to the method
used in the proof of Theorem 4.7 to define ΦK˜ . By Lemmas 4.9 and 4.10,
NGHM @NGHL(G/G) ∼= (Z{M(H/H)× L(H/H)} ⊕ Im(trGH)) /F˜R,
and
NGH (M @ L)(G/G) ∼= (Z{M(H/H)⊗ L(H/H)} ⊕ Im(trGH)) /T˜R.
Thus, we define ΨG to be the direct sum of the following two maps. First, let
ψG : Im(tr
G
H)→ Im(trGH) be the isomorphism induced from ΨH . Then define
ψ′G : Z{M(H/H)× L(H/H)} → Z{M(H/H)⊗ L(H/H)}
by ψ′G(N(a× y)) = N(a⊗ y), and so we define ΨG to be ψ′G ⊕ ψG. Because of the
way ψG reindexes the elements of Im(tr
G
H), the map ΨG sends all elements in F˜R
to elements in T˜R. Moreover, the relations defined by F˜R are analogous to those
that define a tensor product from a Cartesian product. It follows that ΨG is an
isomorphism. 
We end this section with a proof of the Main Theorem.
Proof of the Main Theorem. For all subgroups H of G and H-Mackey functors M ,
let NGHM be the G-Mackey functor defined in Definition 3.2. Then define the norm
functors NGH : MackH →MackG by M 7→ NGHM . These maps satisfy all properties
given in the Main Theorem by Theorems 4.1, 4.7, and 4.11. 
5. Proof of Theorem 1.1
Finally, given a cyclic p-group G, we use the norm functors NGH : MackH →
MackG to define a G-symmetric monoidal structure on the category of G-Mackey
functors. We will then show that G-Tambara functors are the G-commutative
monoids under this structure, thus proving Theorem 1.1.
We begin with Hill and Hopkins’ definition of a G-symmetric monoidal structure
[3].
Definition 5.1. LetS etFin,IsoG be the category whose objects are finite G-sets and
whose morphisms are isomorphisms of G-sets. Further, let (C ,, e) be a symmetric
monoidal category. A G-symmetric monoidal structure on C consists of a functor
(−)⊗ (−) : S etFin,IsoG × C → C
that satisfies the following properties.
(1) (X qY )⊗C = (X ⊗C) (Y ⊗C) and X ⊗ (CD) = (X ⊗C) (X ⊗D).
(2) When restricted to S etFin,Iso×C this functor is the canonical exponenti-
ation map given by X ⊗ C = C|X|.
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(3) X ⊗ (Y ⊗ C) is naturally isomorphic to (X × Y )⊗ C.
Theorem 5.2. Let i∗H : MackG → MackH be the forgetful functor. For a cyclic
p-group G the functor (−)⊗ (−) : S etFin,IsoG ×MackG →MackG defined by
• ∅ ⊗M := A, where A is the Burnside Mackey functor,
• G/H ⊗M := NGH i∗HM for all orbits G/H of G, and
• (X q Y )⊗M := (X ⊗M) @ (Y ⊗M) for all X and Y in S etFin,IsoG
is a G-symmetric monoidal structure on MackG.
Proof. Let M be a G-Mackey functor. The above functor (−)⊗ (−) : S etFin,IsoG ×
MackG →MackG satisfies Property 1 of Definition 5.1 because the norm functors
NGH are strong symmetric monoidal for all subgroups H of G. Further, if X is a
finite set, then we can regard it as a disjoint union of |X|-many copies of the G-orbit
G/G. Thus, (−)⊗ (−) satisfies Property 2 of Definition 5.1 since
X ⊗M = (G/G⊗M)@|X| = M@|X|.
Finally, to show that Property 3 of Definition 5.1 holds it suffices to show that
(G/K × G/H) ⊗ M ∼= G/K ⊗ (G/H ⊗ M) for all orbits G/H and G/K of G.
Without loss of generality we assume that H is a subgroup of K, so G/K ×G/H
is isomorphic to q|G/K|G/H. Then
(G/K ×G/H)⊗M ∼= (G/H ⊗M)@|G/K| ∼= NGH i∗H(M@|G/K|).
On the other hand, G/K ⊗ (G/H ⊗ M) = NGK i∗KNGH i∗HM , and using Theo-
rem 4.7, i∗KN
G
H i
∗
HM is isomorphic to (N
K
H i
∗
HM)
@|G/K|. Then via Theorem 4.11,
(NKH i
∗
HM)
@|G/K| is isomorphic to NKH i∗H
(
M@|G/K|), and therefore,
G/K ⊗ (G/H ×M) ∼= NGKNKH i∗H
(
M@|G/K|) ∼= NGH i∗H (M@|G/H|) . 
To define the commutative ring objects under a G-symmetric monoidal structure
let C be a symmetric monoidal category with a G-symmetric monoidal structure
(−)⊗ (−). Every object C in C defines a functor
(−)⊗ C : S etFin,IsoG → C .
Definition 5.3. [3] A G-commutative monoid is an object C in C together with
an extension of (−)⊗ C as below.
S etFin,IsoG
(−)⊗C //

C
S etFinG
;;
We will finish proving Theorem 1.1 by showing that if we endowMackG with the
G-symmetric monoidal structure defined in Theorem 5.2, then a Mackey functor
M is a Tambara functor if and only if it is a G-commutative monoid. We start by
proving the forward implication in Proposition 5.4 and leave the reverse implication
to Proposition 5.7.
Proposition 5.4. Let M be a G-Mackey functor and endow MackG with the G-
symmetric monoidal structure of Theorem 5.2. If M has the structure of a Tambara
functor, then M is a G-commutative monoid.
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To prove Proposition 5.4 we need to show that if S is a Tambara functor, then a
map X → Y of G-sets induces a map X⊗S → Y ⊗S of Mackey functors. Thus, we
will extend the norm functors NGH : MackH →MackG to functors NGH : T ambH →
T ambG on Tambara functors and show that NGH is left adjoint to the forgetful
functor i∗H : T ambG → T ambH . Then given a Tambara functor S we can use the
counit of the above adjuction and the fact that the box product is the coproduct
in T ambG ([10]) to induce a map X ⊗ S → Y ⊗ S.
Lemma 5.5. For all subgroups H of G the functor NGH : MackH →MackG extends
to a functor NGH : T ambH → T ambG.
Proof. We need to show that for all subgroups H of G, if S is an H-Tambara
functor then NGHS is a G-Tambara functor. However, by Theorem 4.7 it suffices
to let H be the maximal subgroup in G. Since NGH is strong symmetric monoidal
it naturally extends to a functor GreenH → GreenG where GreenG is the cate-
gory of G-Green functors. Hence, it remains to define the internal norm maps
NKK′ : (N
G
HS)(G/K
′)→ (NGHS)(G/K) for all subgroups K ′ < K in G.
Since the box product is the coproduct in T ambH [10, Prop 9.1], if both H ′
and H ′′ are subgroups of H with H ′′ < H ′, then we define NH
′
H′′ to be the |G/H|-
fold box product of the norm map NH
′
H′′ in S. Lastly, we must define the norm
NGH : S
@|G/H|(H/H) → (NGHS)(G/G). This norm is the composition of the multi-
plication map of S with the map N : S(H/H)→ (NGHS)(G/G) defined in Remark
3.3. Thus, letting µ : S@|G/H| → S be the multiplication map of S, we define NGH
to be the composition
S@|G/H|(H/H) µ−→ S(H/H) N−→ (NGHS)(G/G).
We have constructed the functor NGH : MackH →MackG so that the above maps
satisfy all properties of the norm maps of a Tambara functor. 
Lemma 5.6. The functor NGH : T ambH → T ambG is left adjoint to the restriction
functor i∗H : T ambG → T ambH .
Proof. Since we can compose adjunctions in a natural fashion [7], by Theorem
4.7, it suffices to let H be maximal in G. Let R be in T ambG and S be in
T ambH . Further, let T ambH(S, i∗HR) be the set of morphisms from S to i∗HR
in T ambH . We will show that T ambH(S, i∗HR) is in natural bijective correspon-
dence with T ambG(NGHS,R) by showing that every morphism in T ambG(NGHS,R)
determines and is determined by a morphism in T ambH(S, i∗HR).
A morphism Ω in T ambG(NGHS,R) consists of a collection of ring homomor-
phisms {ΩP : (NGHS)(G/P )→ R(G/P ) for all P ≤ G} that commute with the ap-
propriate restriction, transfer and norm maps. Further, every element in (NGHS)(G/G)
is a sum consisting of elements in the image of the transfer map and sums of ele-
ments in the image of the norm map. (Indeed, every generator N(s) in the image
of the free summand Z{S(H/H)} of (NGHS)(G/G) is the norm of the element
s⊗ 1⊗|G/H|−1 in (NGHS)(G/H).) Thus, the ring homomorphism ΩG is completely
determined by ΩH , and since H is maximal in G, the morphism Ω is completed
determined by the collection of ring homomorphisms
{ΩH′ : S@|G/H|(H/H ′)→ R(G/H ′) for all H ′ ≤ H}.
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By properties of the box product [6, 9], the above collection of maps determines
and is determined by a collection of maps
{θH′ : S(H/H ′)⊗|G/H| → R(G/H ′) for all H ′ ≤ H}
that satisfies the following properties.
• Each θH′ is WG(H ′)-equivariant.
• If H ′′ < H ′, then
θH′′ ◦ (resH′H′′)⊗|G/H| = resH
′
H′′ ◦ θH′ ,(5.1)
θH′ ◦ (NH′H′′)⊗|G/H| = NH
′
H′′ ◦ θH′′ .
• If H ′′ < H ′ then the following diagram commutes for all 1 ≤ i ≤ |G/H|,
where Si = S(H/H ′)⊗i−1 ⊗ S(H/H ′′)⊗ S(H/H ′)⊗|G/H|−i, T i = id⊗i−1 ⊗
trH
′
H′′ ⊗ id⊗|G/H|−i, and Ri = (resH
′
H′′)
⊗i−1 ⊗ id⊗ (resH′H′′)⊗|G/H|−i.
S(H/H ′)⊗|G/H|
θH′ // R(G/H ′)
Si
T i
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S(H/H ′′)⊗|G/H|
θH′′ // R(G/H ′′)
trH
′
H′′
OO
But we can write every s⊗|G/H| in S(H/H ′)⊗|G/H| as a product over the WG(H ′)-
action. Thus, each θH′ determines and is determined by a WG(H
′)-equivariant
homomorphism ΛH′ : S(H/H
′)→ R(G/H ′) because we can write θH′(s⊗|G/H|) as
the following product.
θH′(s
⊗|G/H|) = θH′
|G/H|−1∏
j=0
γj
(
sγj ⊗ 1⊗|G/H|
)
=
|G/H|−1∏
j=0
γjθH′
(
sγj ⊗ 1⊗|G/H|−1
)
=
|G/H|−1∏
j=0
γjΛH′(sγj ).

We now prove Proposition 5.4.
Proof of Proposition 5.4. Let S be a G-Tambara functor. To show that S is a G-
commutative monoid we first show that a map of orbitsG/H → G/K induces a map
G/H⊗S → G/K⊗S. Consider the K-Tambara functor i∗KS. By Lemma 5.6 there
is an adjunction between NKH and i∗H , and hence a counit map NKH i∗H i∗KS → i∗KS.
To define G/H⊗S → G/K⊗S we apply NGK to the above counit map, which yields
a map NGKNKH i∗H i∗KS → NGK i∗KS. Since NGKNKH is isomorphic to NGH and i∗H i∗K is
isomorphic to i∗H it follows that the above map is a map NGH i∗HS → NGK i∗KS.
If X → Y is a map of arbitrary G-sets we define the induced map X⊗S → Y ⊗S
as follows. First, we write X and Y as disjoint unions of orbits, so X ∼= ∐iG/Hi
and Y ∼= ∐j G/Kj . Thus, the map X → Y consists of a combination of fold maps,
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automorphisms, and canonical maps G/Hi → G/Kj where Hi is a subgroup of Kj .
Further,
X ⊗ S ∼=
(∐
i
G/Hi
)
⊗ S ∼= @i(G/Hi ⊗ S) = @iNGHii∗HiS,
and similarly, Y ⊗ S is isomorphic to @jNGKj i∗KjS.
Thus, because the box product is the coproduct in T ambG, the induced map
X ⊗ S → Y ⊗ S is a map
@iNGHii∗HiS → @jNGKj i∗KjS
that is a combination of multiplication maps, Weyl actions, and maps NGHii∗HiS →
NGKj i∗KjS induced from the counit map. 
It remains the prove the following statement.
Proposition 5.7. If MackG has the G-symmetric monoidal structure of Theorem
5.2 and M is a G-commutative monoid inMackG, then M is a G-Tambara functor.
We show that if a Mackey functor M is a G-commutative monoid then it is a
commutative Green functor using the basic properties of the functor (−) ⊗ (−).
Defining the internal norm maps NKH for all H < K ≤ G that make M into a
Tambara functor takes more work. However, we will only define the norm map NGH
since any norm map NKH in a G-Tambara functor S must agree with the analogous
norm map in i∗KS.
To define the norm NGH we first recognize that the Mackey functor i
∗
HM is an
H-Mackey functor that maintains the Weyl action defined on M . Hence, NGH i
∗
HM
should also remember this Weyl action, and in particular, for all subgroups H ′ of
H, (i∗HM)(H/H
′) is isomorphic to M(G/H ′). Then since M is a G-commutaitive
monoid the map of orbits G/H → G/G induces a map NGH i∗HM →M . Therefore,
we define the norm map NGH to be the composition below where N is the map from
Remark 3.3.
M(G/H)
N−→ (NGH i∗HM)(G/G) −→M(G/G)
In the proof of Proposition 5.7 we show that this composition satisfies all of
the properties of a norm in a Tambara functor. But, in order to show that this
composition specifically satisfies Properties 5 and 6 of Definition 2.9 we first need
to define an alternate Weyl action on NGH i
∗
HM .
Proposition 5.8. Let M be a G-Mackey functor. There is a Weyl action on
NGH i
∗
HM that integrates the Weyl action given in Definition 3.4 with the Weyl
action defined on M .
Proof. We define the Weyl action on NGH i
∗
HM as follows.
• For all subgroups H ′ of H, the generator γ of WG(H ′) acts on a simple
tensor of (NGH i
∗
HM)(G/H
′) by cyclically permuting the factors of the tensor
product and by acting on each factor. Thus,
γ
(
m⊗|G/H|
)
= γmγ|G/H|−1 ⊗ γme ⊗ γmγ ⊗ · · · ⊗ γmγ|G/H|−2 .(5.2)
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• Let r = |G/H| − |G/K| + 1. For all subgroups K such that H < K ≤ G
the generator γ of WG(K) acts on a generator N
(
m×|G/K|
)
of the image
of the free summand of (NGH i
∗
HM)(G/K) by
γ
(
m×|G/K|
)
= γrmγ|G/K|−1 × γme × γmγ × · · · × γmγ|G/K|−2 .(5.3)
Further, the restriction maps of NGH i
∗
HM must remain compatible with the Weyl
action. So, let
(
γjm
)⊗|G/H|
(or
(
γjm
)×|G/K|
) denote γj acting on each factor of
the product: (
γjm
)⊗|G/H|
= γjme ⊗ γjmγ ⊗ · · · ⊗ γjmγ|G/H|−1 .
If K is a subgroup such that H < K ≤ G and K ′′ is maximal in K, then
resKK′′(N(m
×|G/K|)) =

N
(
|K/K′′|−1∏
j=0
(
γj|G/K|m
)×|G/K|)
if K ′′ > H
|K/K′′|−1⊗
j=0
(
γj|G/K|m
)⊗|G/K|
if K ′′ = H
.

Theorem 5.9. Let M be a G-Mackey functor. The G-Mackey functor NGH i
∗
HM
with the Weyl action from Proposition 5.8 is isomorphic to NGH i
∗
HM with the Weyl
action given in Definition 3.4.
Proof. Let Ui∗HM denote the underlying H-Mackey functor of i
∗
HM . So, Ui
∗
HM
does not remember the Weyl action from M . Hence, we can let NGHUi
∗
HM denote
NGH i
∗
HM with the Weyl action as defined in Definition 3.4. We will define an
isomorphism χ : NGHUi
∗
HM → NGH i∗HM by defining a collection of isomorphisms
{χP : (NGHUi∗HM)(G/P )→ (NGH i∗HM)(G/P ) for all P ≤ G}.
First, if H ′ ≤ H, then define
χH′ : (Ui
∗
HM)
@|G/H|(H/H ′)→ (i∗HM)@|G/H|(G/H ′)
to be 1⊗ γ ⊗ · · · ⊗ γ|G/H|−1 on the tensor summand. On the image of the transfer
map define χH′ so that the appropriate diagram commutes. Similarly, for subgroups
K such that H < K ≤ G let χK be 1× γ × · · · × γ|G/K|−1 on the image of the free
summand and on the image of the transfer require that the appropriate diagram
commutes. 
Finally, we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 by proving Proposition 5.7.
Proof of Proposition 5.7. Since M is a G-commutative monoid, (−)⊗M extends to
a functor S etFinG →MackG. We will first show that M is a commutative G-Green
functor by showing that M satisfies the categorical definition of a Green functor as
given in [6] or [13]. We will then show that the codomain of (−) ⊗M is GreenG.
We need the latter fact so that the internal norm maps that we will define to make
M into a Tambara functor are multiplicative.
Let ∗ be the orbit G/G in S etFinG . The projection map p : ∗ q∗ → ∗ induces a
multiplication map M @M →M on M , and the inclusion map i : ∅ ↪→ ∗ induces a
unit map A → M . Applying (−) ⊗M to the following three diagrams in S etFinG
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results in the commutative diagrams in MackG needed to make M a G-Green
functor.
∗ q ∗ q ∗ idqp //
pqid 
∗ q ∗
p
∗ q ∗ p // ∗
∅ q ∗ iqid //
= ((
∗ q ∗ ∅ q ∗iqidoo
=vv∗
∗ q ∗ τ //
p ##
∗ q ∗
p{{∗
To show that the codomain of (−) ⊗M is GreenG we note that G/H ⊗M is a
commutative Green functor for all orbits of G because M is a commutative Green
functor and both functors NGH and i
∗
H are strong symmetric monoidal. Then given
a map f : G/H → G/K in S etFinG we show that the induced map G/H ⊗M →
G/K ⊗M is a morphism in GreenG by applying (−)⊗M to the diagrams below.
G/H qG/H p //
fqf

G/H
f

G/K qG/K p // G/K
∅   i // p
i
  
G/H
f

G/K
It remains to define norm maps NKH : M(G/H) → M(G/K) for all subgroups
H < K ≤ G. However, we need only construct the norm maps NGH since we
can subsequently build every NKH by applying the process below to i
∗
KM . Let
pi∗ : NGH i
∗
HM → M be the map induced from pi : G/H → G/G. Since NGH i∗HM
has the Weyl action described in Proposition 5.8, (i∗HM)(H/H) is isomorphic to
M(G/H). Then let the map N : M(G/H) → (NGH i∗HM)(G/G) be as given in
Remark 3.3, and define the norm map NGH by the composition
M(G/H)
N−→ (NGH i∗HM)(G/G)
pi∗G−−→M(G/G).
Since the functor NGH : MackH →MackG satisfies Property (a) of the Main Theo-
rem, the above composition satisfies Property 3 of Definition 2.9. The composition
satisfies Tambara reciprocity by the construction of the functor NGH .
Next we show that the norm map pi∗GN factors through the Weyl action (i.e.
that pi∗GN satisfies Property 5 of Definition 2.9). The Weyl action on G/H ⊗M is
induced from automorphisms of G/H, which are given by multiplication by γj for
some γj in WG(H). Hence, the commutative diagram of G-sets on the left below
induces the commutative diagram of Mackey functors on the right.
G/H
γj · //
pi
##
G/H
pi

G/G
G/H ⊗M (γ
j ·)∗ //
pi∗
''
G/H ⊗M
pi∗

M
It follows that pi∗G(N(γ
jx)) = pi∗G(N(x)) for all x in M(G/H).
Finally, we show that resGHpi
∗
GN(x) =
∏
γj∈WG(H) γ
jx for all x in M(G/H). By
Proposition 5.8 and properties of morphisms of Mackey functors we have
resGHpi
∗
GN(a) = pi
∗
Hres
G
HN(a) = pi
∗
H
(
a⊗ γa⊗ · · · ⊗ γ|G/H|−1a
)
.
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Since the G-symmetric monoidal structure is compatible with the forgetful functor
iH : S etFinG → S etFinH , it follows that pi∗H is induced from iHpi, which is the fold
map
∐
|G/H|H/H → H/H. Therefore,
pi∗H
(
a⊗ γa⊗ · · · ⊗ γ|G/H|−1
)
= aγa · · · γ|G/H|−1a. 
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